2020
COLOR COLLECTIONS

Color of the
Year: Legacy
The Jolie Home color of the year for
2020 is Legacy: a deep, muted green
with dark grey undertones. Channeling
the chic elegance of the Roaring
Twenties and our growing love for all
things organic, Legacy offers a playful
balance between drama and serenity.

“

Whether 2020 brings you
a year of bold choices or
a new sense of grounding
mindfulness, Legacy and
the Jolie 2020 Color
Collections offer the
right mix of exuberance
and peace. These colors
will inspire positive new
beginnings as you enter the
new decade and embark on
this exciting next chapter.
Founder / CEO, Jolie Home

“

Lisa Rickert

Elegant & Chic

French Grey
Dove Grey

Chosen for its versatility, Legacy can be

Zen

dressed up or paired down to work with any

Slate

style room. For dramatic, moody spaces,
Legacy

Legacy works as a strong yet understated
color next to deep reds and gold hues.

Rose Quartz

Palace White

Marigold

Calm & Organic

Noir

For a mindful serene space, Legacy works
beautifully with cool greys and muted pinks.
Dove Grey, Slate and French Grey will bring
a sense of calm to your interiors, while Rose
Quartz and Zen are perfect for creating a
spiritual, grounded vibe.

Rouge

Legacy, Noir, Palace White, Rouge

Inspired by the drama and excitement of
the Roaring Twenties, this palette evokes
classic, chic style. A bright, crisp Palace
White adds light and contrast to a bold
foundation of Legacy and Noir. Pops of
vibrant reds, like Jolie Paint in Rouge, and
touches of Gold Metal Leaf complete the
dramatic look. Think about using these
accent colors in the same way that you
would use red lipstick or a single red rose
to add that enticing wow factor.

Legacy, Noir, Palace White, Marigold

Using sunny accent colors, like a vibrant
yellow, is a great way to add warmth and
openness to a space. Incorporate bright
floral patterns or animal prints for a
playful interpretation of this lively look.
Named after the cheery flower, the zesty
yellow of Jolie Paint in Marigold pairs
perfectly with a classic palette of Legacy,
Noir and Palace White.

Legacy, Dove Grey, French Grey, Slate

The growing trend of nature-inspired
spaces in the home will continue to be a
key focus as we enter into the new decade.
A serene palette of cool blues and soft
greys like Jolie Paint in Slate, Dove Grey
and French Grey works seamlessly with the
deep muted greens of Legacy for a look
that feels easy and relaxed. Channeling
mindfulness, this palette embraces the
simple beauty of peaceful blue skies,
calming greenery and stone elements.

Legacy, Rose Quartz, Zen

Delicacy in one’s personal space has
become more of a necessity for many
who strive to combat the busy hustle and
bustle of the outside world. Pairing the
extra soft pinks of Jolie Paint in Rose
Quartz and Zen with the deep earthy
green of Legacy creates a perfectly
delicate look. Add further dimension to
this tranquil palette with white florals,
crystals and soft metallic accents.
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